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Abstract
In many of today’s applications, access to storage constitutes the major cost of processing a user request.
Data prefetching has been used to alleviate the storage access latency. Under current prefetching techniques, the storage system prefetches a batch of blocks
upon detecting an access pattern. However, the high
level of concurrency in today’s applications typically
leads to interleaved block accesses, which makes detecting an access pattern a very challenging problem. Towards this, we propose and evaluate QuickMine, a novel,
lightweight and minimally intrusive method for contextaware prefetching. Under QuickMine, we capture application contexts, such as a transaction or query, and
leverage them for context-aware prediction and improved
prefetching effectiveness in the storage cache.
We implement a prototype of our context-aware
prefetching algorithm in a storage-area network (SAN)
built using Network Block Device (NBD). Our prototype shows that context-aware prefetching clearly outperforms existing context-oblivious prefetching algorithms, resulting in factors of up to 2 improvements in
application latency for two e-commerce workloads with
repeatable access patterns, TPC-W and RUBiS.

1

Introduction

In many of today’s applications, such as, e-commerce,
on-line stores, file utilities, photo galleries, etc., access
to storage constitutes the major cost of processing a
user request. Therefore, recent research has focused
on techniques for alleviating the storage access latency
through storage caching [14, 23, 29] and prefetching
techniques [24, 25, 35, 36, 37]. Many traditional storage
prefetching algorithms implement sequential prefetching, where the storage server prefetches a batch of sequential blocks upon detecting a sequential access pattern. Recent algorithms, like C-Miner∗ [24, 25], capture
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repeatable non-sequential access patterns as well. However, the storage system receives interleaved requests
originating from many concurrent application streams.
Thus, even if the logical I/O sequence of a particular application translates into physically sequential accesses,
and/or the application pattern is highly repeatable, this
pattern may be hard to recognize at the storage system.
This is the case for concurrent execution of several applications sharing a network attached storage, e.g., as
shown in Figure 1, and also for a single application with
multiple threads exhibiting different access patterns, e.g.,
a database application running multiple queries, as also
shown in the figure.
We investigate prefetching in storage systems and
present a novel caching and prefetching technique that
exploits logical application contexts to improve prefetching effectiveness. Our technique employs a context
tracking mechanism, as well as a lightweight frequent
sequence mining [38] technique. The context tracking
mechanism captures application contexts in an application independent manner, with minimal instrumentation.
These contexts are leveraged by the sequence mining
technique for detecting block access patterns.
In our context tracking mechanism, we simply tag
each application I/O block request with a context identifier corresponding to the higher level application context, e.g., a web interaction, database transaction, application thread, or database query, where the I/O request
to the storage manager occurs. Such contexts are readily
available in any application and can be easily captured.
We then pass this context identifier along with each read
block request, through the operating system, to the storage server. This allows the storage server to correlate the
block accesses that it sees into frequent block sequences
according to their higher level context. Based on the derived block correlations, the storage cache manager then
issues block prefetches per context rather than globally.
At the storage server, correlating block accesses is performed by the frequent sequence mining component of
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database transaction contexts by tagging all block accesses between the BEGIN and COMMIT/ABORT with
the transaction identifier. A database query context simply associates each block access with the query or query
template identifier. We studied the feasibility of our tagging approach in three open-source database engines:
MySQL, PostgreSQL, and Apache Derby, and we found
the necessary changes to be trivial in all these existing
code bases. The implementation and results presented in
this paper are based on minimal instrumentation of the
MySQL/InnoDB database server to track transaction and
query template contexts.
While defining meaningful contexts is intuitive, defining the right context granularity for optimizing the
prefetching algorithm may be non-trivial. There is
a trade-off between using coarse-grained contexts and
fine-grained contexts. Fine-grained contexts provide
greater prediction accuracy, but may limit prefetching aggressiveness because they contain fewer accesses.
Coarse-grained contexts, on the other hand, provide
more prefetching opportunities, but lower accuracy due
to more variability in access patterns, e.g., due to control
flow within a transaction or thread.

3.3

QuickMine

QuickMine derives block correlation rules for each application context as follows. Given a sequence of already accessed blocks {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak }, and a lookahead
parameter G, QuickMine derives block correlation rules
of the form {ai &aj → ak } for all i, j and k, where
{ai , aj , ak } is a subsequence and i < j < k, (j −i) < G
and (k − i) < G.
For each rule of the form {a&b → c}, {a&b} is
called a sequence prefix, and represents two blocks already seen on a hot path through the data i.e., a path
taken repeatedly during the execution of the corresponding application context. For the same rule, {c} is one
of the block accesses about to follow the prefix with
high probability and is called a sequence suffix. Typically, the same prefix has several different suffixes depending on the lookahead distance G and on the variability of the access patterns within the given context, e.g.,
due to control flow. For each prefix, we maintain a list
of possible suffixes, up to a cut-off max-suffix number.
In addition, with each suffix, we maintain a frequency
counter to track the number of times the suffix was accessed i.e., the support for that block. The list of suffixes
is maintained in order of their respective frequencies to
help predict the most probable block(s) to be accessed
next. For example, assume that QuickMine has seen access patterns {(a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ), (a2 , a3 , a4 ), (a2 , a3 , a5 )}
in the past for a given context. QuickMine creates rules
{a2 &a3 → a4 } and {a2 &a3 → a5 } for this context.
Further assume that the current access sequence matches
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the rule prefix {a2 &a3 }. QuickMine predicts that the
next block to be accessed will be suffix {a4 } or {a5 }
in this order of probability because {a2 , a3 , a4 } occurred
twice while {a2 , a3 , a5 } occurred only once.
We track the blocks accessed within each context and
create/update block correlations for that context whenever a context ends. We maintain all block correlation
rules in a rule cache, which allows pruning old rules
through simple cache replacement policies. The cache
replacement policies act in two dimensions: i) for rule
prefixes and ii) within the suffixes of each prefix. We
keep the most recent max-prefix prefixes in the cache.
For each prefix, we keep max-suffix most probable suffixes. Hence, the cache replacement policies are LRU
(Least-Recently-Used) for rule prefixes and LFU (LeastFrequently-Used) for suffixes. Intuitively, these policies
match the goals of our mining algorithm well. Since
access paths change over time as the underlying data
changes, we need to remember recent hot paths and forget past paths. Furthermore, as mentioned before, we
need to remember only the most probable suffixes for
each prefix. To prevent quick evictions, newly added suffixes are given a grace period.
Example: We show an example of QuickMine in Figure 3. We contrast context-aware mining with contextoblivious mining. On the left hand side, we show an
example of an interleaved access pattern that is seen at
the storage server when two transactions (denoted T1
and T2 ) are running concurrently. Panel 2 shows the result of QuickMine. Panel 3 contrasts QuickMine with a
context-oblivious mining algorithm. To aid the reader,
we do not prune/evict items from the rule cache. In
Panel 2, we obtain the list of block accesses after T1
and T2 finish execution. T1 accesses {6, 7, 8} so we
obtain the correlation {6&7 → 8} (rule 1 in Panel 2).
T2 accesses {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} leading to more correlations.
We set the lookahead parameter, G = 5, so we look
ahead by at most 5 entries when discovering correlations. We discover correlations {(6&7 → 8), (2&3 →
4), (2&3 → 5), . . . , (5&6 → 7)}. Finally, we show a
snapshot of context-oblivious mining, with false correlations highlighted, in Panel 3. At the end of transaction
T2 , the access pattern {2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8, 5, 6, 7} is extracted
and the mined correlations are {(2&6 → 3), (2&6 →
7), (2&6 → 4), (2&6 → 8), . . . , (5&6 → 7)}. With
context-oblivious mining, false correlations are generated, e.g., {(2&6 → 3), (2&6 → 4), (2&6 → 8)} are
incorrect. False correlations will be eventually pruned
since they occur infrequently, hence have low support,
but the pruning process may evict some true correlations
as well.
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Figure 4: Storage Architecture: We show one client
connected to a storage server using NBD.

3.4

Prefetching Algorithm

The storage cache uses the block correlation rules to issue block prefetches for predicted future read accesses.
Block prefetches are issued upon a read block miss. We
use the last two accesses of the corresponding context to
search the rule cache for the prefix just seen in the I/O
block sequence. We determine the set of possible blocks
to be accessed next as the set of suffixes stored for the
corresponding prefix. We prefetch blocks that are not
currently in the cache starting with the highest support
block up to either the maximum suffixes stored or the
maximum prefetching degree.
The number of block prefetches issued upon a block
miss called prefetch aggressiveness, is a configurable
parameter. We set the prefetching aggressiveness to
the same value as max-suffix for all contexts. However, in heavy load situations, we limit the prefetching
aggressiveness to prevent saturating the storage bandwidth. Specifically, we leverage our context information
to selectively throttle or disable prefetching for contexts
where prefetching is not beneficial. Prefetching benefit is
determined per context, as the ratio of prefetches issued
versus prefetched blocks used by the application.
The prefetched blocks brought in by one application
context may be, however, consumed by a different application context due to data affinity. We call such contexts
symbiotic contexts. We determine symbiotic contexts sets
by assigning context identifiers tracking the issuing and
using contexts for each prefetched cache block. We then
monitor the prefetching benefit at the level of symbiotic
context sets rather than per individual context. We disable prefetching for contexts (or symbiotic context sets)
performing poorly.

4

Implementation Details

We implement our algorithms in our Linux-based virtual
storage prototype, which can be deployed over commod-
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ity storage firmware. The architecture of our prototype
is shown in Figure 4. MySQL communicates to the virtual storage device through standard Linux system calls
and drivers, either iSCSI or NBD (network block device),
as shown in the figure. Our storage cache is located on
the same physical node as the storage controller, which
in our case does not have a cache of its own. The storage cache communicates to a disk module which maps
virtual disk accesses to physical disk accesses. We modified existing client and server NBD protocol processing
modules for the storage client and server, respectively, in
order to incorporate context awareness on the I/O communication path.
In the following, we first describe the interfaces and
communication between the core modules, then describe
the role of each module in more detail.

4.1

Interfaces and Communication

Storage clients, such as MySQL, use NBD for reading and writing logical blocks.
For example, as
shown in Figure 4, MySQL mounts the NBD device
(/dev/nbd1) on /dev/raw/raw1. The Linux virtual disk driver uses the NBD protocol to communicate
with the storage server. In NBD, an I/O request from
the client takes the form <type,offset,length>
where type is a read or write. The I/O request is passed
by the OS to the NBD kernel driver on the client, which
transfers the request over the network to the NBD protocol module running on the storage server.

4.2

Modules

Each module consists of several threads processing requests. The modules are interconnected through inmemory bounded buffers. The modular design allows
us to build many storage configurations by simply connecting different modules together.
Disk module: The disk module sits at the lowest
level of the module hierarchy. It provides the interface
with the underlying physical disk by translating application I/O requests to the virtual disk into pread()/
pwrite() system calls, reading/writing the underlying
physical data. We disable the operating system buffer
cache by using direct I/O i.e., the I/O O_DIRECT flag in
Linux.
Cache module: The cache module supports contextaware caching and prefetching. We developed a portable
caching library providing a simple hashtable-like interface modelled after Berkeley DB. If the requested block
is found in the cache, the access is a cache hit and we
return the data. Otherwise, the access is a cache miss,
we fetch the block from the next level in the storage hierarchy, store it in the cache, then return the data. When
prefetching is enabled, the cache is partitioned into two
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ning of a context (CTX_BEG) and the end of a context
(CTX_END).
MySQL: A THD object is allocated for each connection made to MySQL. The THD object contains all contextual information that we communicate to the storage
server. For example, THD.query contains the query
currently being executed by the thread. We generate the
query template identifier using the query string. In addition, we call our ctx_action() as appropriate, e.g., at
transaction begin/end and at connection setup/tear-down
to inform the storage server of the start/end of a context.

areas: a main cache (MC) and a prefetch cache (PFC).
The PFC contains blocks that were fetched from disk
by the prefetching algorithm. The MC contains blocks
that were requested by application threads. If an application thread requests a block for which a prefetch has
been issued, we classify the access as a promote. A block
promote may imply either waiting for the block to arrive
from disk, or simply moving the block from PFC to MC
if the block is already in the cache.
We use Berkeley DB to implement the rule cache and
store the mined correlations. The caching keys are rule
prefixes and the cached data are the rule suffixes. The
suffixes are maintained using the LFU replacement algorithm and the prefixes are maintained using LRU. The
LRU policy is implemented using timeouts, where we periodically purge old entries. We configure Berkeley DB’s
environment to use a memory pool of 4MB.
NBD Protocol module: We modify the original NBD
protocol module on the server side, used in Linux for
virtual disk access, to convert the NBD packets into our
own internal protocol packets, i.e., into calls to our server
cache module.

4.3

5

In this section, we describe several prefetching algorithms we use for comparison with QuickMine and evaluate the performance using three industry-standard benchmarks: TPC-W, RUBiS, and DBT-2.

5.1

Code Changes

To allow context awareness, we make minor changes to
MySQL, the Linux kernel, and the NBD protocol.
Linux: The changes required in the kernel are
straightforward and minimal. In the simplest case, we
need to pass a context identifier on I/O calls as a separate
argument into the kernel. In order to allow more flexibility in our implementation, and enhancements such as
per-context tracking of prefetch effectiveness, we pass a
handle to a context structure, which contains the transaction identifier, and query template identifier.
We add three new system calls, ctx_pread(),
ctx_pwrite()
and
ctx_action().
ctx_action() allows us to inform the storage
server of context begin/end delimiters. Each system
call takes a struct context * as a parameter
representing the context of the I/O call. This context
handle is passed along the kernel until it reaches
the lowest level where the kernel contacts the block
storage device. Specifically, we add a field context
to struct request, which allows us to pass the
context information through the I/O subsystem with no
additional code changes. Once the I/O request reaches
the NBD driver code, we copy the context information
into the NBD request packet and pass the information to
the storage server.
NBD Protocol: We simply piggyback the context information on the NBD packet. In addition, we add two
new messages to the NBD protocol, for the corresponding system call ctx_action(), to signify the begin-
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Evaluation

Prefetching Algorithms used for
Comparison

In this section, we describe several prefetching algorithms that we use for comparison with QuickMine. These algorithms are categorized into sequential
prefetching schemes (RUN and SEQ) and history based
prefetching schemes (C-Miner∗ ). The RUN and CMiner∗ algorithms share some of the features of QuickMine, specifically, some form of concurrency awareness
(RUN) and history-based access pattern detection and
prefetching (C-Miner∗ ).
Adaptive Sequential Prefetching (SEQ): We implement an adaptive prefetching scheme following the
sequence-based read-ahead algorithm implemented in
Linux [10]. Sequence based prefetching is activated
when the algorithm detects a sequence (S) of accesses to
K contiguous blocks. The algorithm uses two windows:
a current window and a read-ahead window. Prefetches
are issued for blocks contained in both windows. In
addition, the number of prefetched blocks used within
each window is monitored i.e., the block hits in the current window and the read ahead window, S.curHit and
S.reaHit, respectively. When a block is accessed in
the read-ahead window, the current window is set to the
read-ahead window and a new read-ahead window of
size is 2 ∗ S.curHit is created. To limit the prefetching aggressiveness, the size of the read-ahead window is
limited by 128KB as suggested by the authors [10].
Run-Based Prefetching (RUN): Hsu et al. [16] show
that many workloads, particularly database workloads,
do not exhibit strict sequential behavior, mainly due to
high application concurrency. To capture sequentiality in
a multi-threaded environment, Hsu et al. introduce runbased prefetching (RUN) [17]. In run-based prefetch-
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ing, prefetching is initiated when a sequential run is detected. A reference r to block b is considered to be part
of a sequential run R if b lies within −extentbackward
and +extentf orward of the largest block accessed in R,
denoted by R.maxBlock. This modified definition of
sequentiality thus accommodates small jumps and small
reverses within an access trace. Once the size of the run
R exceeds a sequentiality threshold (32KB), prefetching is initiated for 16 blocks from R.maxBlock + 1 to
R.maxBlock + 16.
History-based Prefetching: There are several history based prefetching algorithms proposed in recent
work [17, 13, 20, 26]. C-Miner∗ is a static mining algorithm that extracts frequent block subsequences by mining the entire sequence database [25].
C-Miner∗ builds on a frequent subsequence mining algorithm, CloSpan [42]. It differs from QuickMine by
mining block correlations off-line, on a long sequence
of I/O block accesses. First, C-Miner∗ breaks the long
sequence trace into smaller sequences and creates a sequence database. From these sequences, as in QuickMine, the algorithm considers frequent sequences of
blocks that occur within a gap window. Given the sequence databases and using the gap and min support
parameters, the algorithm extracts frequent closed sequences, i.e., subsequences whose support value is different from that of its super-sequences. For example, if
{a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } is a frequent subsequence with support
value of 5 and {a1 , a2 , a3 } is a subsequence with support value of 5 then, only {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } will be used
in the final result. On the other hand, if {a1 , a2 , a3 } has
a support of 6 then, both sequences are recorded. For
each closed frequent sequence e.g., {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 }, CMiner∗ generates association rules of the form {(a1 →
a2 ), (a1 &a2 → a3 ), . . . , (a3 → a4 )}.
As an optimization, C-Miner∗ uses the frequency of
a rule suffix in the rule set to prune predictions of low
probability through a parameter called min confidence.
For example, if the mined trace contains 80 sequences
with {a2 &a3 → a4 } and 20 sequences with {a2 &a3 →
a5 }, then {a2 &a3 → a5 } has a (relatively low)
confidence of 20% and might be pruned depending
on the min confidence threshold. In our experiments,
we use max gap = 10, min support = 1, and
min conf idence = 10% for C-Miner∗ .

5.2

Benchmarks

TPC-W10 : The TPC-W benchmark from the Transaction Processing Council [1] is a transactional web benchmark designed for evaluating e-commerce systems. Several web interactions are used to simulate the activity of a
retail store. The database size is determined by the number of items in the inventory and the size of the customer
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population. We use 100K items and 2.8 million customers which results in a database of about 4 GB. We use
the shopping workload that consists of 20% writes. To
fully stress our architecture, we create TPC-W10 by running 10 TPC-W instances in parallel creating a database
of 40 GB.
RUBiS10 : We use the RUBiS Auction Benchmark
to simulate a bidding workload similar to e-Bay. The
benchmark implements the core functionality of an auction site: selling, browsing, and bidding. We do not implement complementary services like instant messaging,
or newsgroups. We distinguish between three kinds of
user sessions: visitor, buyer, and seller. For a visitor
session, users need not register but are only allowed to
browse. Buyer and seller sessions require registration. In
addition to the functionality provided during the visitor
sessions, during a buyer session, users can bid on items
and consult a summary of their current bid, rating, and
comments left by other users. We are using the default
RUBiS bidding workload containing 15% writes, considered the most representative of an auction site workload
according to an earlier study of e-Bay workloads [34].
We create a scaled workload, RUBiS10 by running 10
RUBiS instances in parallel.
DBT-2: DBT-2 is an OLTP workload derived from
the TPC-C benchmark [30, 40]. It simulates a wholesale
parts supplier that operates using a number of warehouse
and sales districts. Each warehouse has 10 sales districts
and each district serves 3000 customers. The workload
involves transactions from a number of terminal operators centered around an order entry environment. There
are 5 main transactions for: (1) entering orders (New
Order), (2) delivering orders (Delivery), (3) recording
payments (Payment), (4) checking the status of the orders (Order Status), and (5) monitoring the level of stock
at the warehouses (Stock Level). Of the 5 transactions,
only Stock Level is read only, but constitutes only 4% of
the workload mix. We scale DBT-2 by using 256 warehouses, which gives a database footprint of 60GB.

5.3

Evaluation Methodology

We run our Web based applications on a dynamic content
infrastructure consisting of the Apache web server, the
PHP application server and the MySQL/InnoDB (version 5.0.24) database storage engine. For the database
applications, we use the test harness provided by each
benchmark while hosting the database on MySQL. We
run the Apache Web server and MySQL on Dell PowerEdge SC1450 with dual Intel Xeon processors running
at 3.0 Ghz with 2GB of memory. MySQL connects to
the raw device hosted by the NBD server. We run the
NBD server on a Dell PowerEdge PE1950 with 8 Intel
Xeon processors running at 2.8 Ghz with 3GB of memory. To maximize IO bandwidth, we use RAID 0 on 15
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and C-Miner∗ achieve greater than 75% accuracy. While
C-Miner∗ has slightly higher accuracy than QuickMine
for the rules issued, this accuracy corresponds to substantially fewer rules than QuickMine. This is because,
many of the C-Miner∗ correlation rules correspond to
false correlations at the context switch boundary, hence
are not triggered at runtime. As a positive side-effect, the
higher number of issued prefetches in QuickMine allows
the disk scheduler to re-order the requests for optimizing
seeks, thus reducing the average prefetch latency. As a
result, average promote latencies are significantly lower
in QuickMine compared to C-Miner∗ , specifically, 600µs
versus 2400µs for the 512MB cache. For comparison, a
cache hit takes 7µs on average and a cache miss takes
3200µs on average, for all algorithms.
For RUBiS10 with a 512MB cache, shown in Figure 8(c), QuickMine issues 1.5M prefetches, which is ten
times more than C-Miner∗ and SEQ. In the RUN scheme,
the spatial locality of RUBiS causes more prefetches
(250K) to be issued compared to SEQ, but only 38%
of these are accurate, as shown in Figure 8(d). As before, while C-Miner∗ is highly accurate (92%) for the
prefetches it issues, substantially fewer correlation rules
are matched at runtime compared to QuickMine, due to
false correlations. With larger cache sizes, there is less
opportunity for prefetching, because there are fewer storage cache misses, but at all cache sizes QuickMine issues
more prefetch requests than other prefetching schemes.
Similar as for TPC-W, the higher number of prefetches
results in a lower promote latency for QuickMine compared to C-Miner∗ i.e., 150µs versus 650µs for RUBiS
in the 512MB cache configuration.
Benefit of Context Awareness: We compare the total number of correlation rules generated by frequent sequence mining, with and without context awareness. In
our evaluation, we isolate the impact of context awareness from other algorithm artifacts, by running C-Miner∗
without rule pruning, on its original access traces of RUBiS and DBT-2, and the de-tangled access traces of the
same. In the de-tangled trace, the accesses are separated
by thread identifier, then concatenated. We notice an order of magnitude reduction in the number of rules generated by C-Miner∗ . Specifically, on the original traces,
C-Miner∗ without rule pruning generates 8M rules and
36M rules for RUBiS and DBT-2, respectively. Using
the de-tangled trace, C-Miner∗ without rule pruning generates 800K rules for RUBiS and 2.8M rules for DBT-2.
These experiments show that context awareness reduces
the number of rules generated, because it avoids generating false block correlation rules for the blocks at the
context switch boundaries.
Another benefit of context-awareness is that it makes
parameter settings in QuickMine insensitive to the concurrency degree. For example, the value of the looka-
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head/gap parameter correlates with the concurrency degree in context oblivious approaches, such as C-Miner∗ ,
i.e., needs to be higher for a higher concurrency degree.
In contrast, QuickMine’s parameters, including the value
of the lookahead parameter, are independent of the concurrency degree; they mainly control the prefetch aggressiveness. While the ideal prefetch aggressiveness does
depend on the application and environment, QuickMine
has built-in dynamic tuning mechanisms that make it robust to overly aggressive parameter settings.
The ability to dynamically tune the prefetching decisions at run-time is yet another benefit of contextawareness. For example, in TPC-W, QuickMine automatically detects that the BestSeller and the symbiotic pair of Search and NewProducts benefit the most
from prefetching, while other queries in TPC-W do not.
Similarly, it detects that only the StockLevel transaction in DBT-2 benefits from prefetching. Tracking the
prefetching benefit per context allows QuickMine to selectively disable or throttle prefetching for low performing query templates thus avoiding unnecessary disk congestion caused by useless prefetches. In particular, this
feature allows QuickMine to provide a small benefit for
DBT-2, while C-Miner∗ degrades the application performance.
Benefit of Incremental Mining: We show the benefit of dynamically and incrementally updating correlation rules through the use of the LRU based rule cache
as in QuickMine versus statically mining the entire sequence database to generate association rules as in CMiner∗ [24, 25]. Figure 9 shows the number of promotes,
cumulatively, over the duration of the experiment for CMiner∗ , C-Miner∗ with periodic retraining (denoted as
C-Miner+ ) and QuickMine. For these experiments, we
train C-Miner∗ on the de-tangled trace to eliminate the
effects of interleaved I/O, hence make it comparable with
QuickMine. As Figure 9 shows, the change in the access patterns limits the prefetching effectiveness of CMiner∗, since many of its mined correlations become
obsolete quickly. Thus, no new promotes are issued after the first 10 minutes of the experiment. In C-Miner+ ,
where we retrain C-Miner∗ at the 10 minute mark, and at
the 20 minute mark of the experiment, the effectiveness
of prefetching improves. However, C-Miner+ still lags
behind QuickMine, which adjusts its rules continuously,
on-the-fly. By dynamically aging old correlation rules
and incrementally learning new correlations, QuickMine
maintains a steady performance throughout the experiment. The dynamic nature of QuickMine allows it to automatically and gracefully adapt to the changes in the I/O
access pattern, hence eliminating the need for explicit retraining decisions.
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that QuickMine’s incremental, dynamic approach is the
most suitable in modern environments, where the number of applications, and number of clients for each application, hence the degree of concurrency at the storage
server vary dynamically.

8
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Conclusions and Future Work

The high concurrency degree in modern applications
makes recognizing higher level application access patterns challenging at the storage level, because the storage
server sees random interleavings of accesses from different application streams. We introduce QuickMine, a
novel caching and prefetching approach that exploits the
knowledge of logical application sequences to improve
prefetching effectiveness for storage systems.
QuickMine is based on a minimally intrusive method
for capturing high-level application contexts, such as
an application thread, database transaction, or query.
QuickMine leverages these contexts at the storage cache
through a dynamic, incremental approach to I/O block
prefetching.
We implement our context-aware, incremental mining technique at the storage cache in the Network Block
Device (NBD), and we compare it with three state-ofthe-art context-oblivious sequential and non-sequential
prefetching algorithms. In our evaluation, we use
three dynamic content applications accessing a MySQL
database engine: the TPC-W e-commerce benchmark,
the RUBiS auctions benchmark and DBT-2, a TPC-Clike benchmark. Our results show that context-awareness
improves the effectiveness of block prefetching, which
results in reduced cache miss rates by up to 60% and substantial reductions in storage access latencies by up to a
factor of 2, for the read-intensive TPC-W and RUBiS.
Due to the write intensive nature and rapidly changing
access patterns in DBT-2, QuickMine has fewer opportunities for improvements in this benchmark. However, we
show that our algorithm does not degrade performance
by pruning useless prefetches for low performing contexts, hence avoiding unnecessary disk congestion, while
gracefully adapting to the changing application pattern.
We expect that context-aware caching and prefetching
techniques will be of most benefit in modern data center
environments, where the client load and number of coscheduled applications change continuously, and largely
unpredictably. In these environments, a fully on-line, incremental technique, robust to changes, and insensitive
to the concurrency degree, such as QuickMine, has clear
advantages. We believe that our approach can match the
needs of many state-of-the-art database and file-based
applications. For example, various persistence solutions,
such as Berkeley DB or Amazon’s Dynamo [9], use a
mapping scheme between logical identifiers and physi-
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cal block numbers e.g., corresponding to the MD5 hash
function [9]. Extending the applicability of our QuickMine algorithm to such logical to physical mappings is
an area of future work.
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